ADOC Deaths 2019 from Violence, Suicides and Drug Overdoses

January
1. Roderick Abrams, St. Clair, suicide
2. John David Teague, Staton, stabbing
3. Paul Ford, Kilby, suicide

February
4. Matt Holmes, Limestone, suicide
5. Daniel Gentry, Donaldson, suicide
6. Jamie Prim, Fountain, brain injuries from 2018 assault

March
7. Steven Mullins, St. Clair, stabbing
8. Quinton Ashaad Few, Bibb, stabbing
9. Rashaud Dederic Morrissette, Fountain, suicide
10. Ray Anthony Little, Bibb, stabbing

June
11. Joseph Holloway, Fountain, stabbing
12. Jeremy Reshad Bailey, Fountain, stabbing

September
13. Christopher Hurst, Fountain, possible overdose or suicide
14. Marco Tolbert, Donaldson, suicide
15. William Spratling, Donaldson, suspected overdose
16. Joshua David Willingham, Ventress, stabbed to death

October
17. Marcus Green, Bullock, possible overdose
18. Steven Davis, Donaldson, beaten by officers
19. Elvin Burnseed, Donaldson, possible overdose or homicide
20. William Warren, Ventress, stabbed to death  
21. Ricky Gilland, Holman SEG, possible overdose or suicide  
22. Robert Green, Elmore, head injury

**November**  
23. Dewayne Foxx, Bibb, possible overdose

**December**  
24. Michael Smith, Ventress, beaten by officers  
25. Willie Scott, Holman, beaten by inmates  
26. Byron Tubbs, Donaldson, possible overdose  
27. Brandon Ladd, Bibb, stabbed to death